
Engineering evaluations of bus operator fleets are also conducted in order to assess the mechanical conditions of buses on the 

roads. TfL further gathers data on operator performance through customer surveys. Finally, TfL also carries out contract 

compliance audits, in order to ensure that bus operators have robust systems to account for on-board fare collection, reporting 

of lost mileage and other aspects. 

Based on the results of the monitoring systems in place, the overall performance of bus companies is regularly reviewed. 

Trouble areas are discussed with operators, who may be required to generate strategies detailing how they will deal with the 

areas of concern to TfL [2]. Performance in past years is also taken into account. As a final precaution, TfL reserves the right to 

terminate any contract at any time. 

Table 8.4  TfL Bus Monitoring Systems

Source: [2]

Service Aspect Monitoring Metric Data Collection Method Scope

Reliability (High Frequency Routes) Average Wait Time, Excess Wait Time Road side monitoring 3-5% of operations

Reliability (Low Frequency Routes On-Time Percentage Road side monitoring 3-5% of operations

Vehicle Quality Vehicle condition (aesthetic) Static Audits at Bus stops ~ 17,000 annually

Driver Quality (Customer Service) Customer experience Mystery Traveller Surveys ~ 33,000 annually

Driver Quality (Technical) Driver ability and performance Technical assessment ~ 6,500 annually

Engineering and Mechanical Quality Vehicle condition (mechanical) Technical assessment ~ 25% of fleet

Customer Satisfaction Customer Satisfaction Passenger surveys n/a

Contract Compliance Administrative and Reporting Systems n/a n/a

APPENDIX A

This section expands on information provided elsewhere in the guidebook with full case study 

reports on each of the seven cities referenced.  The following cases are presented in this appendix:

1. London Begins on page  88 

2. Sao Paulo Begins on page  105

3. Seoul  Begins on page  119 

4. Mumbai  Begins on page  132 

5. Indore  Begins on page  148

6. Ahmedabad  Begins on page  157

7. Bangalore  Begins on page  170 

APPENDIX A: 
CITY CASE STUDY REPORTS
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government. The management of public transport in London responsible for initiating the competitive route tendering 

was once again re-organized as London Regional Transport process. LBL was now required to compete against privately 

(LRT). The main significance of this act, however, was its owned bus companies for the provision of bus services. Some 

impact on the business model of public transport in London. 40% of the initial tendered contracts were awarded to 

First, the act required that LRT create subsidiary companies private companies [2]. One noticeable effect of this was 

responsible for the operation of the Underground and the bus the appearance of buses that were not in the traditional red 

service [25]. Subsequently, in 1985, LRT set up London Buses livery of LRT. 

Limited (LBL) to run bus services in Greater London. Second, 
In 1988, in a move designed to facilitate the privatization of and more significantly, the act required the introduction of 
bus services, LBL was divided into 13 separate bus operating competitively tendered contracts for transport services, with the 
companies, each with its own geographical area of service goal of improving the financial performance of LRT and 
coverage [25]. Each of these companies behaved like an ensuring that public transport in London would be less of a 
independent entity; they maintained their own fleets, burden on public coffers. 
conducted their own labour negotiations, made independent 

In a related step, bus services in the rest of the UK outside of financial decisions, and so on.  These 13 companies became 

London were completely deregulated through the passage of increasingly successful at winning bus service contracts. By 

the Transport Act of 1985 (with deregulation coming into effect 1995, 11 of these companies were privatized through a 

in 1986) [25]. This meant that any private company could combination of management buyouts and sales to private 

provide bus services on any road, regardless of whether that sector companies [25]. Of the remaining two companies, 

road was already being serviced by another bus operator. one was disbanded and the other remained publicly owned, 

London, however, was exempt from this deregulation. It was though this company too was eventually privatized in 

felt that bus services in London were too dependent on public 2009 [70].   

funds, and that complete deregulation would lead to a drastic 
The next major evolution of public transport services in London reduction in service levels. 
took place in the late 1990s. The newly elected central 

The special exemption for London from the 1985 round of government in the UK was committed to developing a new 

deregulations was intended to be a short term measure. strategic governing authority for London. The Greater London 

London bus services too would be deregulated, but only once Authority (GLA) was duly formed in 1999. As a part of this 

authorities felt confident that full competition between bus process, in 2000 London Regional Transport was replaced by 

operators would be capable of providing adequate service Transport for London (TfL), an organization responsible for all 

levels without excessive reliance on subsidies [25]. To this end transport services in London, and now under the control of the 

LRT set up the Tendered Bus Division in 1985, a unit newly constituted GLA  [69]. 

global hub for aviation. 

On any given weekday, the London Bus System carries more 

than 6 million passengers on 6,800 scheduled buses and 

more than 700 routes – a greater number of passengers than 

the London Underground [1]. This case study will attempt to 

pinpoint the factors and practices that have enabled London 
EMBARQ Centre for Sustainable Transport – India: 

to develop such a successful public bus system. 
August 2009

2. History of Bus Services in London
1. Introduction: City Context

London’s various public transport modes were first brought 
London is the capital and primary city of England and the 

together under one organization in 1933, with the formation 
United Kingdom. It is a major world city, and a global centre 

of the London Passenger Transportation Board (LPTB) [69]. At 
of industry, finance and culture. It is also one of the largest 

this time, bus services were not limited to what is now the 
cities in Europe. In 2007 the population of the London, as 

Greater London region. The bus network covered a much 
defined by the administrative boundary, was 7.56 million, 

wider area, including many adjacent counties and some 
while the population of the Greater London urban 

regions more than 50 kilometres from the city centre [2]. 
agglomeration stood at 8.6 million [67]. In 2007, London 

During this period bus services in London were also 
had a density of 4,807 persons/sq. km., amongst the highest 

supplemented by limited tram and trolleybus systems. These 
in Europe [67]. 

systems were gradually phased out in the 1950s and 60s, 

when they were replaced with additional bus services [25]. London is also one of the largest city economies in the world. 

The Gross Value Added (GVA) of London, a measure of 

economic output analogous to GDP, was approximately 

217.5 Billion GBP in 2007 [68].  This amounts to roughly 

22% of the total GVA for England, and 19% of the total for the 

entire UK. The primacy of London in the UK economy is 

exemplified by the fact that the city contributes about a fifth of 

all public finance revenues for the UK as a whole [68]. 

Local government in London consists of two tiers. On the one 

hand, the Mayor and 25 members of the Greater London 

Authority are elected in city wide elections. The Greater 

London Authority is in charge of developing city wide 

strategies for management of public services, including 
Using a bus lane to bypass traffic congestion

transportation, and economic growth. At the same time, the 

local councils of the 33 boroughs into which London is Over the years the LPTB went through several organizational, 
geographically divided have significant powers in local jurisdictional and also name changes. It was known as the 
matters. Public governance in London is characterized by London Transport Executive from 1948-63, and the London 
these two tiers of political power. Transport Board from 1963-70. During the period from 

1970-84 the organization, once again named the London 
Public Transport in London has been marked by a resurgence 

Transport Executive, was under the direct control of the 
in the past two decades. Mode shares of private vehicles have 

Greater London Council (GLC), which was the administrative 
been decreasing, and that of public transport increasing 

body in charge of governance in London. This period also 
thanks to a confluence of factors such as increasing 

saw the re-definition of the London Transport Executive 
congestion on roads, major investments in public transport 

mandate to providing transport services for Greater London 
services and decreasing real costs of using public 

only, an area measuring 1580 sq. km [69].
transportation [5]. London has one of the most extensive 

public transport systems in the world – consisting of London A defining moment in the history of public transportation 
Bus Services, the London Underground, Docklands Light services in London was the passage of the London Regional 
Railway and other relatively smaller operations like the Transportation Act in 1984. This act brought the London 
Croydon Tramlink and river services. London is also a major public transport system under the control of the central UK 
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CASE STUDY 1 
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- London Passenger Transport 
Board (LPTB) established

- All modes of Transport in 
London under one authority 
for first time

- London Transport under 
authority of Greater 
London Council

- Area of bus services 
confined to 1, 580 sq.km. 
of Greater London

- London Regional Transport 
Act passes

- London Transport now under 
Central Government 

- Act stipulates competitive 
tendering of transport 
services

- London Buses Limited (LBL) set up 
as subsidiary to London Transport

- LBL is in charge of operating bus 
services in London

- Tendering process for London bus 
services begins

- Bus Services outside London 
deregulated under Transport Act

- LBL sets up 13 
subsidiary 
companies, 
in preparation 
for privatization

- LBL subsidiary bus 
operating companies 
privatized by year end

- By end of the year, 50% 
of bus network routes 
tendered

- LBL subsidiary bus 
operating companies 
privatized by year end

- By end of the year, 
50% of bus network 
routes tendered

- Greater London Authority (GLA) 
established as governing body for 
London

- Transport for London (TfL) created as 
body under GLA responsible for 
London Transport Services

- 100% of bus routes tendered

- Quality Incentive Contracts introduced

1933 1970 1984 1985 1988 1994 2000 2003

Figure 1  Timeline of Bus Services in London

Sources: [25], [69][2], 
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3. London Bus System Characteristics Transport Directorate of TfL, which is responsible for all above 

ground transport services (excepting rail networks). In terms 
3.1 Institutional Setup of legal and corporate structure, London Buses is a subsidiary 

of Transport Trading Limited, which in turn is a subsidiary of 
Transport for London (TfL) is the body responsible for all TfL and is the sole holding company for all operating 
transport services in the Greater London area. TfL is a transport companies owned by TfL [71]. London Buses is in 
functional body of the GLA [25]. TfL’s main responsibilities are charge of route planning, determining service levels, and 
managing transport in the London area and implementing monitoring bus services. It is also responsible for the provision 
the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy and the transport and maintenance of infrastructure related to bus services such 
related portions of the Mayor’s London Plan, a long term as bus stations and stops. Bus services themselves are 
planning document. TfL is responsible for all modes of public conducted by private operators who are under contract to 
transport in London (London buses, London Underground London Buses. London Buses is also responsible for 
and Docklands Light Rail, and other smaller services), as well implementing any portions of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy 
as other programs such as the Congestion Charge program, that relates specifically to bus services. 
the Red Route network of priority London roads, and others 

[71]. It is also responsible for promoting the use of active London Buses Limited (LBL), previously in charge of the 13 
transport modes such as cycling and walking. TfL is managed bus operating companies that were privatized in 1994/95, 
by a board appointed by the Mayor of London. The Mayor continues to exist as a subsidiary of TfL, via the Transport 
also chairs this board. Trading Limited holding company. LBL was, until recently, in 

charge of the only publicly owned bus operating company in 
London Bus Services Limited (‘London Buses’) is the unit within London. It now provides other services to London residents 
TfL responsible for managing bus services in London. From such as the Dial-A-Ride program for disabled persons [71].   
an administrative stand point it is a part of the Surface 

3.2  Regulatory and Legislative Framework London Buses requires a uniform livery scheme throughout 

the bus network in order to assist with marketing and 
The regulation detailing the authority and responsibilities of promotion. 
TfL is the Greater London Authority Act of 1999 [2]. This is the 

Act that led to the formation of the GLA as the municipal Currently, there are 23 companies (i.e., different operating 

authority for the Greater London Area. This Act was also names) providing bus services in Greater London [72]. 

responsible for the creation of TfL as a body under the GLA. However, through mergers and acquisitions, 17 of these 

companies have been consolidated into 5 bus operating 
Under section 141.(1) of the Act, the Mayor of London and groups. In other words, 5 groups contain more than one bus 
GLA are required to develop and implement policies that will service operator. For example, the Transdev bus group 
“promote and encourage safe, efficient, economic and consists of buses operated under the ‘London United’ and 
integrated transport services to, from and within London” ‘London Sovereign’ brands. The remaining 6 are single 
[25]. Section 154.(3) of the Act says that TfL has a duty to company groups. Thus, in essence, there are 11 different 
facilitate the successful discharge of the Mayor and GLA’s entities providing bus services in London. 
transport-related responsibilities. The specific powers of TfL to 

procure transport services for London are enumerated in Viewing the market at the level of the 23 different companies, 

Section 173 of the Act. market shares, as a percentage of total network bus-

kilometres, range from 12.78% for the biggest bus company 
As a subsidiary of TfL, London Buses is empowered by section to as low as 0.01% for the smallest company [72]. At the level 
169.(2) of the Act to enter into contracts with any person or of the consolidated bus groups, however, the market appears 
company in order to provide public transport services. fairly concentrated. The two largest groups, Arriva and Go-

Ahead, enjoy more than 20% of market share each. Together, 
London Buses and TfL must also comply with various other UK the top 5 groups account for over 83% of the bus services 
and EU regulations, such as those relating to access for market in London. 
disabled persons and fair competition laws.

3.4  Routes
3.3  Service Provision

The London Bus network consists of over 700 different routes 
London Buses is the unit within TfL responsible for procuring with a total network road length of approximately 3,730 km 
bus services for the Greater London Area. London Buses is [25]. These routes are of many varying types, from extremely 
responsible for planning routes, setting service levels and high frequency (buses every 2-3 minutes), to very low 
targets and monitoring bus system performance. The actual frequency (one round trip per day) [2].
provision of bus services is contracted to private bus High frequency routes are those routes which have 5 or more 
companies based on a competitive tendering system.  buses an hour. Low frequency routes are those which have 4 
Although bus services are provided by private companies, or fewer buses an hour. Most bus routes operate from 

4.30AM to just after midnight. Several bus routes run 24 

hours a day, and there are also ‘night buses’ which run only 

between the hours of 12.00AM and 4.30AM. 

3.5  Buses

There are a large variety of bus types plying the roads of 

London. These range from minibuses to high capacity 

articulated and double decker buses. As of 2007, the London 

bus fleet numbered about 8000 vehicles. Of these, 63% were 

double-decker buses, 32% single-deckers and 5% articulated 

buses [17].

All London buses are now low-floor and wheel chair 

accessible, and the vast majority of them have CCTV cameras 

to record violations against staff and passengers. TfL also 

actively encourages the adoption of the strict ‘Euro’ emissions 
An articulated bus on London’s streets

Mayor & Greater London Authority
• Decides overall London Transport Strategy

• Sets Fare Levels
• Sanctions TfL budget

• Arranges TfL financing

Transport Trading Limited

Private Bus Companies
• Provide bus services 

• Maintain assets, including buses 
and garages

• Operate under contract to London Bus 
Services Limited

London Bus Services Limited
• Planning for all aspects of bus service

• Monitors service quality
• Maintains bus infrastructure
• Research and Development

• Also manages Croydon Tramlink

London Buses Limited
• Until mid- 2009 operated East 

Thames Buses
• Currently operates other services such 

as Dial-A-Ride for disabled travelers

Transport for London (TfL)
• Manages all transport modes Integrates transport services

• Provides common services e.g. ticketing
• Manages subsidiary companies like LBL and London Underground

•

Figure 2 London Bus System Organizational Chart

Sources: [25], [71]
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Figure 5 

Figure 6  

Journey Stages by Bus per Year (millions), 1991/92 – 2007/08

Average number of Passengers per Bus (at any given time), 2000/01 – 2007/08

Source: [4]

When looking at trip-based mode shares, the increase in bus patronage has contributed to a net 5% shift from private to public 

transport in the period from 2000/01 to 2007/08 [5]. This net change increases to 7% when looking at journey-stage based 

mode shares for the same period.

Given the large increase in the number of bus passengers, it is not surprising that the vehicle utilization statistics have risen in a 

similar manner. Based on figures of bus-passenger-km and bus-vehicle-km, there are an average of 15.9 persons on any bus 

at any given time, compared to 13.2 in 2000-01, an increase of 20.5% [5], [4].

 

Source: [4]

4.2 Financial statistics

Although the London Bus system has succeeded in attracting a significantly higher number of users compared to a decade ago, 

Figure 3 Bus Fleet Composition (% of total fleet), 2007 about the Oyster system. There are no free transfers, so each 

bus boarding incurs an additional charge. In lieu of free 

transfers, however, a daily price capping system is used. If 

using the Oyster card system, the maximum daily charge for 

using the bus system is GBP 3.30, which thus provides savings 

for anyone undertaking more than 3 bus journeys in a given 

day. The Oyster daily price cap is cheaper that the One Day 

Bus pass, which allows unlimited travel by bus for a price of 

GBP 3.80. Weekly (GBP 13.80), monthly (GBP 53) and 

annual (GBP 552) bus passes are also available. Additionally, 

there are concessional passes for certain groups, such as 

those under 18 years of age and full time students, among 

others.   

4.  London Bus System Performance

4.1 Operational statistics

Source: [17] Bus services in London have seen a significant rise in 

patronage in recent years. The total amount of bus-
standards for its bus fleet. By 2007, all buses were at least passenger-kms in London has increased by 59% in the period 
Euro II compliant, and 3% of buses were compliant up to Euro from 2000/01 to 2007/08 [5]. Going back further to 
IV standards [17]. Every new bus entering the fleet after 2006 1991/92, bus-passenger-kms have increased by 88% to the 
is of at least Euro IV standard. year 2007/08. Similar increases are seen in the number of 

journey stages undertaken on the bus. The total number of 
3.6  Fares

journey-stages undertaken on London buses per year has 

increased from 1.354 Billion in 2000/01 to 1.978 Billion in The London bus system operates on a flat-fare system, with a 
2007/08, representing a 46% increase (calculation is on a set fare regardless of distance travelled. The current price for 
consistent basis, adjusting for methodology change in each journey on London buses is GBP 1 if using the Oyster 
2007/08) [5], [4].smart card fare payment system, and GBP 2 if paying by cash 

[30]. Section 5.3 of this case study provides more information 

Bus Fleet Composition (% of total fleet) 2007

63%

5%32%

Double Decker Single Decker Articulated

Figure 4 Bus-Passenger Kilometres per Year (millions), 1991/92 – 2007/08

Source: [4]
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this has come at the cost of substantial public subsidies. In current prices, London Buses went from nearly breaking even in 

1997/98, requiring a GBP 1 million subsidy, to requiring GBP 625 million in 2006/07 [21]. 

 

Source: [21]

This increase in subsidies comes despite the fact that London Buses’ revenues from ticket sales have been steadily increasing 

over the years. In current prices, fare box revenues, including concessionary fare reimbursements, increased from GBP 599 

million in 1997/98 to GBP 1,003 in 2006/07 [21]. However, a comparison of total bus system costs with total fare revenue over 

the past 6 years shows that costs have increased in lock step with revenues, necessitating continued public subsidies for the bus 

system. The fare box recovery ratio for the bus system as a whole has hovered around 60.4% for the period from 2003/04 to 

2007/08 [65]. There are many reasons for the increasing costs of running the bus system, including expansions in service 

levels, the introduction of financial incentives for bus companies to improve service quality, fare freezes to promote bus usage 

and increased investment in bus priority programs and infrastructure. 

Source: [65]

The continual increase in cost levels for operating bus services in London is also reflected in a comparison of revenues and 

operating costs per passenger boarding. In constant 2007/08 prices, the revenue per passenger boarding has fallen from 60 

Figure 7  

Figure 8  

Bus System Subsidy (million, GBP, current prices), 1997/98 – 2006/07

Bus System Total Cost vs. Fare Revenue (million GBP, current prices), 2003/04 - 2007/08

pence in 1997/98 to 52 pence in 2006/07 [73]. During the same period, the operating cost per passenger journey has 

increased from 55pence to 60 pence. Also during this period, as per the same source, passenger journey stages by bus 

increased by almost 56%.

Source: [73]

5. London Bus System: Key Success Factors

5.1 Improvements in Service Levels and Quality

This dramatic increase in bus patronage over the past decade is in large part due to a significant expansion in service 

levels. Bus-vehicle-kilometres operated have increased by 31% from 2000-01 to 2007-08, and by 57% when compared 

to 1991-92 [5], [4]. 

Source: [4]

Service quality has also improved in the years since 2000. In this time, the percentage of scheduled bus-kilometres that are 

operated has increased from 95.3% to 97.5% in 2007/08 [5]. Greater improvements are seen in the Average Waiting Time 

and Excess Waiting Time statistics for high-frequency bus routes in this period. Average Waiting Times have reduced from 6.8 

Figure 9  

Figure 10  

Revenue vs. Operating Cost per Passenger Journey (pence, 2007/08 prices), 1997/98 – 2007/08

Bus-Kilometres Operated peer Year (millions), 1991/92 – 2007/08
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minutes to 5.5 minutes, a 19% improvement [5]. Excess Waiting Times have reduced from 2.2 minutes to 1.1 minutes, a 50% 

improvement [5]. On Time percentages for low-frequency bus routes have improved from 67.7% to 79.1% [5].

Source: [5]

5.2 Fare Policy

Part of the reason for the increasing number of passengers on London’s bus system is the falling real costs of bus travel. Bucking 

the wider UK trend of a 10% increase in bus fares since 1999/00, bus fares in London have fallen in that same period [5]. In 

large part this has been due to a four year fare-freeze instituted by then Mayor Ken Livingstone in 2000, which was part of a 

wider strategy to promote bus usage [26]. Although nominal fares on the bus system have been increasing at above inflation 

rates since the end of the fare-freeze, they are still lower than historical prices. The average fare paid on London buses in 2008, 

in terms of real prices, is the same as it was in 1971 and 60% lower in relative terms when the increase in average income of 

Londoners is taken into account [5]. 

Source: [5]

5.3. Innovations in Contracting and Tendering

(All information in section 5.3 is obtained from source [2])

Table 1 

Figure 11  

Bus System Reliability Statistics, 2000/01 – 2007/08

Average, Headline and Deflated Bus Fare Indices (Inflation adjusted, Index 1971=100), 1971 - 2007

5.3.1 Quality Incentive Contracts extension. If the extension offer is rejected, then the route is 

tendered in the regular manner. 
Quality Incentive Contracts have been the sole contracting 

scheme in use by London Buses since 2000. This contracting Based on the success of these financial incentives, two further 

scheme is a variant of Gross Cost contracts. Operators make incentive schemes have been introduced. In 2008 an 

bids based on the total cost of operating a route, including incentive based on driver quality and customer service was 

profit margins. London Buses retains all fare revenues. In introduced, and an incentive based on vehicle cleanliness will 

addition, however, there exist direct financial incentives for be introduced in 2009. Assessments for these incentives will 

operators based on performance. These incentives are of two be made by a combination of Mystery Traveller surveys and 

kinds: vehicle inspections at terminals. Payments and deductions will 

be made depending on whether operators exceed or fall 
1. Bonus payments and deductions based on the quality of below network wide standards. 

service

While Quality Incentive Contracts have played a major role in 2. Automatic contract extensions
significantly improving the quality of bus services, the 

financial incentives have resulted in large subsidies for the Reliability performance payments are based on a 
London Bus system as a whole. comparison of the operator’s annual performance with the 

5.3.2 Tendering Process

Currently, all routes are tendered through the use of 5-year 

Quality Incentive Contracts. The tendering process is a 

continual one, with 15-20% of routes tendered every year. 

The figure varies depending on the number of performance 

related contract extensions. Within each year the tendering 

process is also continual, with ‘Invitation to Tender (ITT)’ 

documents for different routes being issued roughly every 3-4 

weeks.

Each route is thoroughly reviewed by London Buses prior to its 

being offered to tender. These reviews also take into account Bus lanes are clearly marked using lane colouring
views solicited from transport user advocacy groups such as 

London TravelWatch and other concerned stakeholders. Minimum Performance Standards (MPS) specified in the 
Based on this review, London Buses issues an ‘Invitation to service contract. For High Frequency routes, payments are 
Tender’ that specifies the following for each routemade on a graduated scale based on every 0.10 minute 

change in the Excess Wait Time (EWT) for passengers. For Low 

Frequency routes, the relevant statistic is a 2% change in the • The specific routing of the bus, including terminal 
On-Time percentage. For every step above the MPS (i.e. 0.10 arrangements
min reduction in EWT or 2% higher On-Time), the bus 

• The timetable and frequency of services on various days of 
company receives a bonus payment of 1.5% of the contract 

the week
price. For every step below the MPS, a 1% deduction is made 

• The type and capacity of bus vehicles to be usedfrom the contract prices. Bonuses and deductions are capped 

at 15% and 10% of the total value of the contract respectively. • A set of Minimum Performance Standards

The other incentive for bus operators is an automatic 2-year Based on this information, bus operators are required to 
extension of contract for exceeding the ‘Extension Threshold’ submit bids that deliver a schedule of services meeting the 
criteria detailed in the tender documents. These criteria are minimum requirements and also specifying the total costs, 
related to but higher than the MPS. The contract extension is including profit margins. All companies interested in securing 
offered at the current contract price, adjusting for inflation. the contract must submit a ‘compliant’ bid that satisfies all the 
Operators can choose to accept or reject the extension offer. If specifications listed in the tender document. However, 
accepted, the route is withdrawn from the list of routes to be companies may additionally submit bids that seek major or 
tendered that year and is offered for tender at the end of the minor changes in the required specifications such as a 

% of Scheduled High Frequency Bus Routes Low Frequency 

Avg. Wait Time Excess Wait Time % On Time

KM’s operated Bus Routes

2000/01 95.3 6.8 2.2 67.7 %

2001/02 96.4 6.6 2.0 69.4%

2002/03 96.1 6.4 1.8 70.5 %

2003/04 97.2 5.8 1.4 74.6 %

2004/05 97.7 5.6 1.1 77.1 %

2005/06 97.7 5.6 1.1 77.2 %

2006/07 97.5 5.5 1.1 78.1 %

2007/08 97.5 5.5 1.1 79.1 %
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modified bus route or alternate schedule. Operators may passengers are more likely to rely on published schedules for 

submit such alternate bids if they believe it will provide greater these routes. 

benefits to passengers and/or London Buses. For instance, 
Driver and Vehicle Quality surveys are conducted on behalf of some bus companies may, based on previous experience, 
TfL by an independent contractor. These take the form of static have a better understanding of the needs and desires of 
audits at bus stops to determine vehicle condition, and customers in the relevant area served by the route. All tenders 
mystery traveller surveys to assess driver and staff interactions are made on a sealed bid basis.
with passengers. Another type of Driver Quality survey is also 

London Buses operates a pre-qualification process for bus performed, in this case focusing on the driver’s technical 

companies interested in bidding for routes. This process abilities as opposed to the customer service aspect. 

includes an evaluation of factors such as financial stability, 
Engineering evaluations of bus operator fleets are also previous experience in the transport market, health and safety 
conducted in order to assess the mechanical conditions of policies, and so on. Companies may even submit a dummy 
buses on the roads. TfL further gathers data on operator bid as part of their pre-qualification process. Once a 
performance through customer surveys. Finally, TfL also company is added to the pre-approved contractors list, it is 
carries out contract compliance audits, in order to ensure that notified of any upcoming tendering opportunities. 
bus operators have robust systems to account for on-board 

Tender evaluation is based on several factors, including price, fare collection, reporting of lost mileage and other aspects. 

previous performance in carrying out contracts, safety 
Based on the results of the monitoring systems in place, the concerns, financial stability, staffing and vehicle maintenance 
overall performance of bus companies is regularly reviewed. policies, and so on. In other words, while the bid price may be 

one of the most important factors, it is not the sole 

determining factor of the winning bid. Contracts may be 

awarded to companies that do not make the lowest price bid. 

In such scenarios however, London Buses is obligated to 

provide an explanation for not selecting the lowest bid. Bid 

evaluation is undertaken by a team of commercial and 

technical experts. Award recommendations are discussed 

and award decisions made by the Tender Evaluation 

Committee, which consists of the directors of London Buses.

5.4. Extensive System Monitoring

(All information in section 5.4 is obtained from source [2])

In order to ensure that contracted private bus companies 

maintain desirable levels and quality of service, TfL 

undertakes a wide array of monitoring programs. The results 

of these monitoring programs are also used to determine the 

bonus payments and deductions based on the Quality 
A display at a bus stop tells passengers when the next 

Incentive Contracts. In all cases results are shared with 
bus is due

operators. 

Trouble areas are discussed with operators, who may be 
To assess reliability, TfL undertakes roadside surveys using 

required to generate strategies detailing how they will deal 
human monitors. As of 2009, approximately 3-5% of the 

with the areas of concern to TfL. Performance in past years is 
service of each route is evaluated. However, the introduction 

also taken into account. As a final precaution, TfL reserves the 
and fleet-wide installation of bus-based GPS devices will 

right to terminate any contract at any time. 
eventually lead to the replacement of human monitors with 

automated systems. For high-frequency bus routes, reliability 

is determined by Average Wait Times (AWT) and Excess Wait 

Times (EWT), as compared to the advertised frequency. For 

low-frequency bus routes, On-Time percentage is used, as 

5.5 Bus Priority measures emphasis on traffic management. Some of the major bus 

priority schemes initiated included pre-signals to allow buses 
One of the main reasons behind the increased number of unhindered progress through junctions, with-flow and 
users of bus services in London has been the widespread use contra-flow bus lanes, bus detection at signals, and queue 
of Bus Priority measures to improve the quality of London bus relocations [74]. However, for most of the network, the 
services. This final section of the case study will expand on majority of work consisted of better siting of bus stops, bus 
some of the significant bus priority measures undertaken in stop clearways, minor traffic management interventions, 
London over the past two decades. junction improvements and improved parking control 

and enforcement. Care was also paid to the bus stop 
5.5.1 London Bus Priority Network (LBPN) environment. By March 2004, this program had resulted 

in the implementation of over 3,500 such bus priority 
The LBPN is a partnership initiated in 1993 between the 33 

schemes [75].
London Boroughs and TfL (then London Transport), through 

the London Technical Assistance Group (an association of In order to manage the LBPN and to ensure effective co-
borough engineers) and in association with the UK ordination between the various boroughs, the Greater 
Department for Transport and the Traffic Director for London. London Area was divided into 5 geographical sectors, with 
The initial aim of the partnership was to develop bus priority one borough designated as the ‘leader’ for each sector [76]. 
measures along 865 km of bus routes on borough-managed The borough of Bromley was selected as the ‘leader’ for the 
roads in Greater London by 2003/04, at a total cost of GBP LBPN as a whole, for ease of management. The role of the 
110 million [74]. LBPN refers both to the partnership and the sector leaders and LBPN leader (Bromley) is to co-ordinate 
network of chosen roads. The roads chosen to be part of this work amongst the various sectors and boroughs, and also 
scheme were either major bus routes with high frequency bus contract consultancy support. The LBPN is funded entirely by 
services, or roads which had low frequency services but TfL through its Borough Spending Program (BSP) and Local 
served an important linking function within the wider bus Implementation Program (LIP) [76]. Boroughs are funded 
network. Within Central London, the network covered almost directly for specific bus priority schemes. The structure of the 
all bus routes. At the end of the initial planned program in LBPN allows boroughs to retain their independence and 
2004, the LBPN partnership was continued and its scope was decide which specific schemes to develop, but at the same 
widened to all borough roads that carry buses, time provides a coordinated approach to bus priority and 
and since then additional funding totalling over GBP 55.5 facilitates the generation of a London-wide strategy. 
million (through the end of 2005/06) has been allocated to  
the program [75].  5.5.2 London Bus Initiative (LBI)

In deciding what type of bus priority measures were to be The London Bus Initiative Phase I was a scheme that ran from 
used, no particular type of bus priority scheme was preferred 2000-2005 with the support of a grant from the UK central 
over any others. Instead, a combination of various bus priority government. The aim of the LBI1 was to provide “a step 
methods would be used on a location specific basis, with an change enhancement of the actual and perceived quality of 

Service Aspect Monitoring Metric Data Collection Method Scope

Reliability (High Frequency Routes) Average Wait Time, Excess Wait Time Road side monitoring 3-5% of operations

Reliability (Low Frequency Routes On-Time Percentage Road side monitoring 3-5% of operations

Vehicle Quality Vehicle condition (aesthetic) Static Audits at Bus stops ~ 17,000 annually

Driver Quality (Customer Service) Customer experience Mystery Traveller Surveys ~ 33,000 annually

Driver Quality (Technical) Driver ability and performance Technical assessment ~ 6,500 annually

Engineering and Mechanical Quality Vehicle condition (mechanical) Technical assessment ~ 25% of fleet

Customer Satisfaction Customer Satisfaction Passenger surveys n/a

Contract Compliance Administrative and Reporting Systems n/a n/a

Table 2  TfL Bus Monitoring Systems

Source: [2]
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London’s bus services” [50]. The LBI1 was a partnership Under the LBI1, 27 routes, now known as ‘BusPlus’ routes, 

were selected for intensive bus priority treatment [50]. These 

high frequency routes were chosen as it was felt that they 

could provide a competitive alternative to cars in the areas 

they served. Some of these routes travelled along highly 

congested roads, while other served areas of London 

targeted for regeneration. These particular routes were 

also chosen with the aim of serving the greatest number of 

bus users. 

The main feature of the BusPlus routes was the ‘whole route’ 

approach to bus priority. In other words, the improvements 

would target every aspect of the journey along the route for 

improvement. The 10 aspects of the whole route approach 

were bus priority (physical and signal detection); route traffic 

management control; new buses; bus stop improvements; 
A bus using a contra-flow bus lane enforcement; passenger shelters; pedestrian traffic and 

junction management; driver training; bus lane enforcement 
approach to delivering bus priority in London and as such 

cameras; and a countdown system for arriving buses [50]. 
drew upon the existing LBPN partnership and also the 
expertise of the Bus Priority Team at TfL and London Buses. 

The LBI1 project was funded through the provision of a GBP 

60 million grant from the UK government [50]. 

The 27 routes were divided into three categories: walking and safety benefits, along the identified corridors.  

The following types of projects are indicative of the scope of 
1. 3 Quality Whole Routes+ (QWR+) work involved:

2. 5 Quality Whole Routes (QWR)

• Revised junction operation, design and layout, and where 3. 19 Whole routes
junctions cannot be improved, optimisation of signal times

The QWR+ routes received the highest degree of bus priority 
• Pedestrian crossing improvements and review of bus stop measures. In all 400 km of bus routes received bus priority 

locations.measures . Over 100 new bus lanes, 50 pedestrian crossings, 

300 signals equipped with bus priority, and 140 junction • Provision of advanced cycle stop lines.
improvements were developed on the 27 routes.  These 

• Reduction of pinch points through increased carriageway 
measures helped not only the 27 Bus Plus routes, but also 

width and / or stringent frontage and curbside controls 
other routes that used the same roads. 

(including loading restrictions at critical points). 

Passenger numbers on the 27 LBI1 routes showed a • Increasing the length of existing bus lanes, provision of 

significant up tick. Bus journeys on the LBI1 routes increased new bus lanes (including contra-flow bus facilities), and 

from 165 million annually to 201 million annually over the extension of the operational duration of bus lanes.

course of the project, a 21.9% improvement . This compared • Adoption of effective enforcement measures.
with a network wide improvement of 18% in the same 

• Implementation of bus gates, stage skipping measures, time period. 
and bus-only areas

The effect on journey times, however, was not quite as 
5.5.4 Bus Lanes and bus lane enforcementunambiguous. On one of the QWR+ routes, journey times 

decreased . However, journey times on one other QWR+ London has a long history of bus lanes. Indeed, the very first 
route remained unchanged, and actually worsened on the “bus only” street in the world was introduced in London in 
third route. This should be taken in context of the worsening 1972, when the Oxford Street thoroughfare was converted 
general congestion situation on those particular routes. into a bus and taxi only street [48]. Since then London has 

continued to introduce a large number of and many different 
Overall the LBI1 project was considered a success by the configurations of bus lanes. Currently, there are over 1,000 
implementing parties, and plans were made to launch the LBI bus lanes, although the vast majority of these are open to 
Phase 2 project, which would extend the whole route bus some combinations of taxis and other vehicular traffic 
priority approach to a further 43 routes. during certain times of the day [5]. In terms of bus only lanes, 

London has 101 lanes that cover a distance of a little 
5.5.3 Third Generation (3G) Corridor Improvement 

over 280 km [22]. 
Programme  

The 3G Corridor Improvement Programme is a London-wide 

Programme comprising 36 bus route corridors developed in 

partnership with Boroughs through the London Bus Priority 

Network (LBPN) .

The programme focuses on some of the highest patronage 

bus routes in London to reduce journey time and improve 

reliability by lowering Excess Wait Time (EWT), a key TfL 

performance indicator.  In meeting its objectives, the 3G 

Programme takes a holistic view, treating the bus route as a 

movement corridor and thus incorporating improvements to 

other modes, namely; walking, cycling, safety and 

accessibility as well as improvements to the urban realm.

The primary scope of the programme is to deliver targeted A passenger using the ticket machine at a bus stop in the ‘Pay 
projects which provide bus journey time, reliability, cycling Before You Board’ zone

Figure 12  London Bus Initiative’s Whole Route Approach to Bus Priority 

Source: [50]
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Bus lanes in London are curbside, partially segregated lanes. As the locations of the erstwhile roadside beacons and 

Lane demarcation and colouring help to distinguish bus lanes induction loops can now be hard coded into the system as 

from other lanes. These bus lanes, therefore, cannot be GPS co-ordinates, the iBus is said to use ‘virtual detectors’ for 

considered to be of the ‘full Bus Rapid Transit’ standard, signal priority. When the bus reaches a pre-designated 

which demands fully physically segregated median bus location, the unit on the bus communicates via radio signals 

carriageways [48]. However, London has managed to utilize with the traffic signal to indicate the need for signal priority. 

its bus lanes efficiently through the rigorous use of bus lane This new system thus does away with a majority of the 

enforcement. roadside equipment needed in the previous system. The GPS 

based technology of iBUS will also enhance the development 
Bus lane enforcement takes place using both technological of Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI) capabilities, such 
and human means. Bus lanes and buses themselves are fitted as displays at bus stops and stations indicating when the next 
with cameras which, using Automatic Number Plate bus is due.  
Recognition (ANPR) technology, can effectively identify bus 

lane offenders [31]. This system of camera-based 5.5.6 ‘Cashless Bus’ strategies – Oyster smartcard and 

enforcement is backed by a dedicated TfL-funded police force ‘Pay Before You Board’ zone

devoted to, among other things, strict enforcement of bus 
In 2003, London introduced the Oyster Smartcard. Oyster is lanes and parking restrictions.
a contactless smartcard payment system [26]. It can be used 

The enforcement and continuous expansion of bus lanes has to store seasonal passes (annual, monthly or weekly) and can 

had an overall positive impact on bus system performance, also be pre-filled with money to take advantage of the ‘Pay-

with a 2005 study showing that bus speeds in bus lanes have as-you-go’ (PAYG) facility. The PAYG facility is thus an 

been 12.6% faster than those in ordinary lanes [51]. alternative to paying cash fares. To promote the use of the 

However, the issue remains that bus lanes such as those in Oyster system, PAYG fares have been cheaper than the 

London will not be able to match the efficiencies of a full- equivalent cash fares since January 2006 [77]. 

fledged BRT system, and enforcement may become lax over 

time, as government and political priorities change. A case in 

point is the decision by the current Mayor Boris Johnson to 

allow motorcycles to use bus lanes from January 2009 on an 

18-month trial basis [52].  

5.5.5 Traffic signal priority and iBus

London has gone through several iterations of traffic signal 

priority system. Traffic signal priority has been implemented 

in London using various methods collectively known as 

Selective Vehicle Detection (SVD) or Automatic Vehicle 

Location (AVL) [28].

In the older version of this technology, the bus lane or road is 

embedded with an inducting loop, or is equipped with a 

roadside beacon [50]. The bus itself is equipped with a 

transponder. When the bus passes over the loop (or past the 

beacon), the system recognizes the vehicle as one requiring 

signal priority, and communicates with the signal box which 
A passenger using the Oyster card to pay for the bus

initiates the signal priority process, which can range from 

extending the green cycle, shortening the green cycle for These benefits of using Oyster, added to the ease of use and 
other traffic or skipping a signal stage. refilling, which can be done at a large number of ticket kiosks 

on the underground and bus system as well as many 
In 2003, TfL started exploring the use of GPS based 

convenience stores, has led to the Oyster card being adopted 
technologies to implement signal priority [28]. This resulted in 

by a large fraction of public transport users. By March 2007, 
the initiation of the GBP 117 million iBUS program [51]. In 

slightly more than 85% of all bus journeys were paid for using 
this program, each bus in the fleet is fitted with a GPS device. 

the Oyster card system [78]. 

The introduction and widespread use of Oyster is beneficial, from the bus system perspective, by increasing the ease of bus 

travel and, most importantly, improving bus system performance by eliminating time-consuming ticket purchase transactions 

between bus drivers and passengers 

 

Partial year data for 2003 and 2007
Source: [78]

Also in 2003, TfL introduced the ‘Pay Before You Board’ Scheme [3]. In this program, covering most of central London, 

passengers will be required to possess tickets before boarding the bus. In other words, passengers will not be able to purchase 

tickets from the bus drivers. For most people, this requirement will be fulfilled if they are paying for their bus journey using the 

Oyster card. For the remaining passengers, bus stops and stations in this zone are equipped with ticket machines from which 

they can buy tickets before the arrival of the bus. This program aims to reduce the dwell times of buses at stops, since passengers 

who purchase cash tickets take twice as long to board buses compared to those who have prepaid or use the Oyster smart card. 

This time savings due to this scheme are especially crucial for the performance of bus services in central London, which has a 

high density of bus routes and also higher than average levels of traffic congestion. 

5.6  Green House Gas Reduction

Since 2001 bus service kms operated in London have increased over 30% and patronage levels have risen around 60%. 

Increased bus patronage has been the main factor for an increase in public transport mode share (based on journey stages) [3].  

It has increased from 34 to 40% since 2001. Unfortunately London Buses does not have any assessment of the impact of 

enhanced bus services on CO2 emissions in comparison to a Business-As-Usual (BAU) scenario. This is due to many policy 

changes, specifically, an expansion in the eligibility criteria for discount fares for buses. The discount fares have induced a large 

number of bus trips, some of which may not have otherwise been undertaken.

From 2012 London Buses intends to use low-emissions technology for all buses entering the London fleet. These reductions in 

GHG emissions will be straight-forward to assess. Initially these will be diesel-electric hybrids. Ongoing large scale trials have 

shown that diesel-electric hybrid buses reduce CO2 emissions by between 30% and 40% in the London operating environment 

[17]. Therefore, in comparison to BAU the roll-out of diesel electric hybrid buses will reduce CO2 emissions in the range of 30% 

to 40%. The rate of roll out is anticipated at between 500 and 600 buses a year [17]. With a total fleet of around 8,500 this 

implies a time period of around 15 years for all London buses to be “low-emissions”. 

Figure 13  Type of ticket used for Bus journeys (% of total tickets), 2003 - 2007
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6.  Conclusion

London is perhaps a unique example of a developed world city achieving a large increase in bus patronage in the past decade. 

This increase in bus patronage has also contributed to a net shift from private to public transport. London has achieved this 

through a variety of means – expanding service supply, improving service quality, improving bus performance through the 

extensive use of bus priority measures and fare policies to encourage ridership. London has also greatly benefited from the 

existence of a political leadership that has always acknowledged the importance of a robust and well performing public 

transport system, and a technically excellent transport planning authority in Transport for London. In terms of lesson drawing, it 

is interesting to note that London has overhauled its bus system in a piecemeal fashion, with several initiatives over many years. 

This is unlike the examples of other cities, like Seoul and Sao Paulo, where improvements to the bus system have taken the form 

of intensive and comprehensive reforms instituted in a very short period of time by one political leader. London shows how once 

a vision has been established a combination of various relatively small, when viewed independently, reforms and initiatives over 

a period of time, great efficiencies can be wrung out of existing bus systems.

few decades. In 2007, there were approximately 8 million 

private vehicles registered in the Sao Paulo Metropolitan 

region [81]. This equated to a vehicle ownership rate of 359 

vehicles per 1,000 people (314 cars, 45 motorcycles).  

Sao Paulo has an extensive public transportation network 

consisting of several modes – an urban bus system 
EMBARQ Centre for Sustainable Transport – India: 

(‘SPTrans’), a regional bus system (‘EMTU’), a regional 
October 2009

commuter rail system (‘CPTM’) and a mass rapid transport 

rail system (‘Metro’). SPTrans is run by the Sao Paulo city 1.  Introduction: City Context
municipal government, whereas the other three systems 

(EMTU, CPTM and Metro) are overseen by the Sao Paulo Sao Paulo is the largest city in Brazil and South America. In 
State government [7]. In spite of the extensive public 2009, the city of Sao Paulo had an estimated population of 
transport network in Sao Paulo, car use is high, leading to a a little over 11 million, and the wider Sao Paulo 
high degree to congestion. Sao Paulo faces some of the Metropolitan Region (SPMR) had an estimated population of 
worst traffic jams in the world, with gridlock stretching for 19.5 million people [79], [80]. The SPMR consists of 
more than 200 kms during rush hour [81]. Traffic 39 different municipalities, with the city of Sao Paulo at 
congestion is so bad that the city’s mayor and its richest its centre. The SPMR covers about 8,000 square kilometres, 
residents have taken to commuting by means of helicopter - while Sao Paulo city covers roughly 1,500 square 
the size of Sao Paulo’s private helicopter fleet is second kilometres [81].
only to that of New York City [81]. According to Sao 

Paulo State’s transportation secretariat, congestion in the Sao Paulo is also Brazil’s main financial, commercial and 

city results in productivity losses estimated at US$ 2.4 Billion industrial centre. In 2002, the SPMR generated 26.3% of 

per year [81].   Brazil’s total GDP, with Sao Paulo city itself accounting for 

13.7% [7]. There is, however, a high degree of income 
In 2007, there were 37.6 million trips a day in the SPMR. inequality. Close to 60% of the population of the 
66.5% of these trips were motorized [18]. Of the motorized metropolitan region earns less than half of the overall 
trips, 55% were by public transportation, and 45% by private regional GDP-per-capita amount [81]. As per Brazilian 
vehicles. In 2007, the main public transport system, terms of standards, roughly 14% of the population is considered to 
passenger boardings (note: not trips), was the urban bus be under the poverty line, compared to 33% for the rest of 
system SPTrans which accounted for 57.5% of average daily the country (2000 figures) [81].
boardings, followed by the Metro system (20% of daily 

boardings), the regional rail network CPTM (11.25% of In an experience similar to many cities around the world, car 

daily boardings) and the regional bus system EMTU ownership in Sao Paulo has expanded rapidly over the past 

(11.25% of daily boardings) [18].
  
2.  History of Bus Services in Sao Paulo

The history of organized public bus transport in Sao Paulo 

begins in 1946, with the establishment of the government 

owned Companhia Municipal de Transportes Coletivos 

(CMTC) [82]. At the time, there were many privately run bus 

services, with 37 companies running 90 lines throughout 

the city, in addition to a privately owned tramway system 

[82]. Recognizing the benefits of having a well organized 

and efficient public transport service, and believing that a 

government monopoly was the best way to achieve this, 

CMTC took over the operations of the private bus fleet and 

tramway [82]. In 1949, CMTC began operating its own 

diesel and electric trolley buses [82]. 

An example of Sao Paulo's notorious traffic jams By 1954, CMTC operated 90% of all public transport 

services in Sao Paulo [82]. It was, by this time, one of the 

CASE STUDY 2 
SAO PAULO
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